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Melissa,
Please forward to PUB members as soon as possible, and copy me so I know when the information has
been provided to them. Thank you. Floy
PUB members,
The following and attached is submitted for the record supplementing documents and information
submitted earlier including the e-mail and attachments submitted on Friday, July 7, 2017.
Attached find the Friends of the Reservoirs letter to Mayor Wheeler arguing against any Bull Run
treatment plant. We understand that Mayor Wheeler did not have opportunity to read our letter prior to
the June 27, 2017 work session.
Below I've highlighted only some of the information that wasn't in the letter including answers to City
Council members' questions posed at the June 27 work session.
Attached also find a consultant/PWB co-authored paper outlining the significant risks of mercury
contamination with a UV Radiation facility constructed in the watershed. This paper, Balancing

Risk versus Benefit in the Selection of Equipment for Portland's Bull Run UV Disinfection
Facility was presented at an industry conference in Paris but withheld from LT2
stakeholders and all citizens impacted by a UV Radiation facility. Mayor Potter established
an LT2 stakeholder committee of which I was a part along with other Bull Run advocates. As
you may know FOR has worked on addressing this flawed regulation and protecting Portland's
perfectly designed water system for 16 years. FOR submitted official comments to the draft
regulation in 2003 and joined New York, Rochester, the American Water Works Association
and others at an LT2 review meeting in Washington D.C. in 2012 meeting EPA's LT2 lead Stig
Regli, the person that Joe Glicker ( PWB consultant MWH Global/CH2Mhill) worked with on
EPA's Federal Advisory Committee, FACA (as it was called) table, and backroom per Water
Bureau internal e-mails to help craft this regulation.
The mercury risk paper outlines the excellent quality and protection of the Bull Run source and
details significant mercury contamination risks of the considered UV disinfection facilities. The
annual operating and maintenance costs were based on a 20-year ( not 25 years as Stuhr
suggested )facility lifetime and interest rate of 3%. We do not know if the PWB-selected UV
option has since been validated by Corollo Engineers, at their Columbia South Shore well
field location, a basic question an informed Council and community would want to know?
Decades ago the PWB quietly assisted the set-up of their UV validation facility at the Well field
given them cut rate water rates. Mercury bulb breakage has occurred at the Portland well
field validation facility resulting in DEQ action.

Attached is PWB information documenting the fact that water demand declined from 1988 to
2006 as population rose (small bump in 2006 when Powell Valley water district came on board
and has remained low, contrary to PWB modeled demand projections which have proven
wrong just as EPA's Crypto modeling has consistently proven erroneous. See details below.
Other supplemental documents may be sent in a separate e-mail.
EPA’s Long-term2 Enhanced Surface Water regulation (LT2) was flawed from the start. The
EPA LT2 draft and final rule relied on flawed data, including flawed modeling of risks and
benefits of the regulation. EPA's modeled estimates of Cryptosporidiosis cases proved significantly
off base year after year across the nation. EPA utilized a flawed sampling method that does not
distinguish between the majority harmless (noninfectious) Cryptosporidium species and the few
species that are infectious to humans. No utility submitted comments to EPA's LT2 rule in
support of the regulation as drafted. All of the large unfiltered systems (those with protected
watersheds) New York, San Francisco, Seattle, Boston, and Tacoma submitted scathing
comments, all accept the Portland Water Bureau.
In a January 4, 2012 internal communication Dr. William Keene, Oregon Health
Authority senior epidemiologist, stated “Most studies find some Crypto in most
watersheds most of the time----often species that are of little significance to human
health”. He goes on to state that the Bull Run detects do not “suggest any need for
remedial action or heightened surveillance efforts”.
We all should all have voice in decisions that impact the quality of our drinking water, the Bull
Run watershed and our water rates with options not limited to two equally bad options.
Rushing a decision of this magnitude does not allow the community that opportunity. Nor does
considering only two nearly equally bad alternatives serve the community interest to protect the
purity of Bull Run water.
Key arguments against any Bull Run treatment plant:
The goal of the LT2 is to reduce the level of disease in the community. Bull Run water already
meets the goal of the rule. In 125 years there has never been any disease in the community from
Bull Run water. New independent scientific studies vitiate EPA's surface water Cryptosporidium
rule, including a Water Research Foundation # 3021 study in which the Portland Water Bureau
participated with zero Cryptosporidium detected. Improved sampling method that distinguish
between the majority harmless and the few harmful species was used in this study.
There is no evidence of any infectious species of Cryptosporidium being detected in Bull Run water.
As stated in our letter and at the June 27 Council work session by Multnomah Co. Public Health
officer Dr. Paul Lewis, the “detects” by the PWB did not translate to any disease in the
community from Bull Run water, in fact there was less disease in the community during that time
frame. It is shameful that this has not from the outset been made abundantly clear to the public.
Disease in the community is from public swimming pools (Sellwood, Clackamas) and daycare
centers
Spending any of the public's precious resources on a Bull Run treatment plant will provide no
measurable public health benefit.

The building of any treatment plant increases Portland's carbon footprint
Introduces mercury contamination risks
Filtration adds unnecessary chemicals to the highly valued pure Bull Run water
Operator error becomes a serious concern when new chemicals and/or mercury are added to our
system
Increased risk of construction-related fire
Introduction of pathogens and invasive species with increasing numbers of workers in the
watershed
Makes already unaffordable water bills (after a decade of annual massive water and base rate
increases) even more unaffordable for all but the upper middle class and the wealthy. Increases
the already massive debt load

Mike Stuhr read one line from the LT2 court case, omitting the court's more significant
statement that Walla Walla a small unfiltered system made a better argument in their
Amicas brief than did Portland. Friends of the Reservoirs and a former Portland Utility
Review Board member Scott Fernandez were in D.C. for the court hearing. A former
aid to Senator Merkley said that rather than taking the EPA to court Portland should
have let EPA take Portland to court.
When the EPA tried to force Boston to build a filtration plant Boston went to court
and won.
NO FILTRATION PLANT

The reason 90% of large water systems add chemicals via a costly filtration
plant is because their watersheds are contaminated with pollutants, human
activity- cities, industries, cow pastures, feed lots, like Milwaukee, WI .
Unfiltered systems provide the best tasting safe drinking water to tens of millions
across the nation. Filtration will negatively change the taste (and change the
composition) of Bull Run water.
Just as there is no reason to build any Bull Run treatment plant there is certainly no
reason to construct a $400-$500 million filtration plant adding chemicals to Bull Run
water for no measurable public health benefit.
Portland's Bull Run water continues to meet federal filtration avoidance criteria
because of our highly protected watershed.
Q. Ask the invited wholesale customer reps when the wholesale customers will start
paying for any treatment plant and exactly what percentage they will contribute ?
Wholesale customers do not contribute a dime while projects are in design and under
construction, only after a project is fully in operation. The burden falls to already
burdened Portland ratepayers. Portland ratepayers have been paying towards the $170
million Powell Butte II 50MG tank since at least 2008 ( much earlier if
CH2Mhill/MWH global consultant contract work is included). Portland ratepayers

alone have been paying for the tiny 12.5MG Washington Park replacement tank ($190
million) .

Note: The PWB provided Council with no documents to back up their un
TURBIDITY: Despite storm after storm this last winter, annual turbidity including during rain
events was very low, below 1 NTU. The action level is 5 NTU. In 2015 turbidity was at or below
3 NTU including during 3 winter rain events. Turbidity related to human activity is less of a
problem with the decommissioning of the logging roads. In 2012 turbidity as reported to
wholesale customers was related to construction in the watershed- dredging related to the costly
fish project- the Dam 2 Tower. Emergency Backup: Multiple backup supplies exist to address
emergencies: Columbia South Shore Well field. Huge costs were incurred in building and cleaning
up the CSS Well field so that it could serve as a back up when needed. Powell Valley wells were
acquired in 2006. Other wells were acquired in the 1990's. Additional back up supplies include
regional interties, linkage of several municipal distribution systems were developed in last decade
(without any public involvement, considered top secret). Costly construction of a Bull Run dam
variable intake structure to divert cold water for fish. How much more money do we need to
spend on back up systems?
WATER DEMAND: While population has increased water demand had declined-see PWB
graph showing usage decline between 1988 and 2006 the year Powell Valley customers came on
board. See attached PWB water consumption data through 2016 showing water demand
remaining low. PWB modeling of water demand has proven erroneous for decades just as EPA's
modeling of Cryptosporidiosis cases has consistently proven erroneous. Tigard recently left our
system. Tualatin Valley, a large wholesale customer has long indicated that they will be leaving
Bull Run in a few years. TVWD has ownership rights (with Wilsonville) to the still underutilized
2002 completed Willamette River filtration plant. Drinking water supply augmentation is needed
relatively few times. More than $425 million was spent to reduce in town storage by 50 million
gallons via the elimination of open reservoirs (which held 50MG more water than the
replacement underground tanks at Kelly Butte, Powell Butte and Washington Park where storage
is being cut in half) Portland is capable of conserving more than we do, if ever necessary.
FIRE: Big fires in watersheds are most often caused by humans and human activity
(construction). The largest and most devastating fires in the Bull Run watershed subsequent to
human settlement were fires ignited by humans. The risk from a devastating fire has been
considered so remote by the PWB that many of the community-suggested additional fire
prevention measures were deemed unnecessary. In recent years the Water Bureau has constructed
helipads in the watershed, for the purpose if necessary of fire fighting (and other emergencies).
Conversely, most catastrophic fires lead to shutdowns of filtration plants. Keeping humans out of
the watershed is the best protection against major fires.
Bull Run tours should be drastically cut if the PWB has any watershed fire or contaminant
concerns.
FUTURE REGULATIONS: Evidence does not support the argument that construction of a
filtration plant anticipates any future regulations. In fact, filtration plants do not remove
pharmaceuticals such as those found at the Columbia South Shore Well field (estrogen,
psychotropics, pain killers etc.), the most likely target of future regulations. Watershed protections
keep these contaminants out of Bull Run.
Those who planned our Bull Run system knew the risks of human entry in a drinking watershed

of this importance.
In that the PWB was the only utility seated at the EPA Federal Advisory Committee table crafting
the LT2 rule, and PWB water bonds indicate that they stay abreast of regulations they would
know of any regulations on the horizon in the next 15-20 years. EPA has yet to promulgate some
regulations they had on the books for future promulgation 25 years or more ago. None of those
would impact Bull Run.
Milwaukee, WI's outbreak which involved a costly state-of-the-art filtration plant took
place nearly 25 years ago.
EARTHQUAKE: A filtration plant located in Gresham (Lusted Hill) is likely to be damaged in
an earthquake
Ratepayers are already paying high water rates and an inexplicably high base charge for new
employee offices/ maintenance facilities at Interstate, $440 million for 50 million gallons less in
town storage including cutting previous storage in half at Washington Park, a Dam2 tower in Bull
Run to provide cold water to fish. Soon ratepayers will be paying for an eighth (8) Willamette
River Crossing, and new housing for PWB employees at the Portland Building.
New York's water department sought and secured a deferral of the " equally onerous treat or
cover" reservoir requirements until 2034 (their second deferral extension). They will likely either
obtain a variance, which their attorney's rightly argue is allowed, and/or seek and secure another
20-year deferral.
There is no reason to rush a decision for as Commissioner Fish said in 2009, a problem that does not
exist. See the FOR letter to Mayor Ted Wheeler for alternatives.

